
Medi-CalGeneral Assistance 13. IAR
13. IAR

Public Law 93-368 provides for reimbursement for Interim Assistance payments made to SSI/SSP 
applicants whose applications are subsequently approved for SSI benefits. Individual authorizations 
must be signed by the applicants or their representatives and forwarded either manually or 
electronically to Social Security Administration (SSA). 

13.0.1 History

The Interim Assistance Reimbursement (IAR) provisions of the Social Security Act permit Interim 
Assistance Counties to recover from an individual’s initial retroactive Supplemental Security Income 
(SSI) payment. Interim Assistance is the amount the county gives the individual for meeting basic 
needs while the individual’s SSI application is pending or SSI benefits are suspended or terminated 
and subsequently reinstated.

Santa Clara County elected to participate in the program to receive reimbursement for Interim 
Assistance as described in Public Law 93-368. Participation in the Interim Assistance Program 
allows the county to collect the General Assistance (GA) paid to (or on behalf of) a client who is 
found eligible for SSI/SSP benefits. 

The SSI Advocacy program was established in 1985 by the Board of Supervisors to assist disabled 
General Assistance (GA) clients. The ultimate goals are to obtain SSI and/or RSDI approval and 
assistance in obtaining Interim Assistance Reimbursements.        

Note: 

“Interim Assistance Reimbursement” (IAR) is also known or referred to as “Interim Assistance 
Program” (IAP) or “Interim Assistance” (IA).   

13.1 Policy and Regulations

The following are policies and regulations that govern the Interim Assistance Reimbursement 
program:

13.1.1 Responsibility of State Department of Social Services (SDSS) - EAS 
Manual Section 46.337.4

• Conducts all negotiations with CDHS
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• Prepares and enter into a contract with State Agencies and County Boards of Supervisors 
which elect to implement the Interim Assistance Program.

• Takes appropriate administrative actions to ensure that participating State and County agencies 
carry out the provisions in the contracts. 

13.1.2 Responsibilities of County Agency - EAS Manual Section 46.337.3

The County of Santa Clara has elected to participate in the program to receive reimbursement for 
Interim Assistance and shall:

• Implement the Interim Assistance Program in compliance with the terms of the contract with 
SDSS.

• Draft and implement procedures for carrying out the provision of these regulations. 

• Obtain individual authorizations as described in EAS Manual  
Section 46-337.23 from applicants for SSI to whom Interim Assistance is paid from participating 
agency funds. 

13.2 Interim Assistance Overview

The following sections describes a high-level overview and eligibility criteria of the IAR Program:

13.2.1 Participation in the IAR Program

Participation in the IAR program allows the county to recoup the amount of GA assistance received 
during the Interim Assistance period, once SSI is approved. The GA amount the county may collect 
is LIMITED to payments made to the individual or on the individual’s behalf, for basic needs 
(expenses covering needs essential for everyday living. e.g.,food, clothing, and/or shelter). 

13.2.2 Eligibility Criteria

The following GA applicants/recipients will be required to meet IAR requirements as a condition of 
aid:

• Any applicant/recipient who has applied for SSI. 
• Any unemployable applicant or recipient whose physical/mental incapacity/disability:

• Is expected to last for at least 12 months,
• Has already lasted at least 12 months, or
• Is expected to result in death.

• Any applicant/recipient who is 64 years and 10 months of age or older.
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• Any applicant/recipient who is legally blind (central visual acuity of 20/200 or less, with best 
possible correction).

13.2.3 Inter-County Reimbursement

In 1989, the State of California with Social Security Administration (SSA) agreement revised the IAR 
authorization to allow for reimbursement between California counties known as Inter-County 
Reimbursements. The County that receives the IAR check is responsible for disbursing the funds 
including completing the accountability report, sending the other IA County their share and sending 
the Notice of Action and the excess of the IAR check to the client within the 10 working day 
requirement. 

13.3 Application for SSI/SSP

The following forms are required and MUST be completed when assisting a client to apply for SSI:

13.3.1  “Referral To/From Social Security” (SCD 169) 

As a condition of eligibility for GA, a “Referral To/From Social Security” (SCD 169) must be 
completed for those IAR applicants/recipients who:

• Are required to apply for SSI, 
• Have been denied SSI and need to reapply or have reapplied, and/or
• State they have applied for SSI on their own.

13.3.2 Sponsor Reimbursement Agreement (R/A) SCD 355 S/A

The Reimbursement Agreement is an agreement to make reimbursement of all aid and assistance 
rendered to the client or immediate family, whether past, present, or future, and/or agree to make 
reimbursement for costs of administration and/or confinement under penal Code Section 1208. The 
signee or co-signee waives the limitation of any statute for the presentation of any claim for the 
repayment of relief, care, and maintenance and/or medical aid owing, or to come due in the future. 
Also, it agrees that all monies so paid secured by a lien on all property that is own or acquired or in 
the event of coming into possession of any funds or property of any kind, or if at the time of death the 
signee leaves any estate whatsoever, an agreement is made to repay for all monies so paid, as a 
preferred claim.    

All applicants, spouses (if residing with the spouse), and legal guardians applying and/or receiving 
GA benefits, and who have been sponsored into the United States must have their sponsors sign 
and, R/A in black ink prior to receipt of aid.
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The R/A is recorded with the County Recorder and is intended to ensure repayment of aid. The R/A 
creates a lien against all current and future real property for which the signer or co-signer of the R/A 
holds title in Santa Clara County.

[Refer to Chapter 6, Section 6.11 “Sponsors Reimbursement Agreement (R/A) (SCD 355 S/A),” page 
6-18 for process an completing the SCD 355.]

13.3.3 “Authorization for Reimbursement of Interim Assistance Initial 
Payment or Initial Posteligibility Payment” (SSP 14)

The SSP 14 is required for both GA Interim Assistance (IA) cases to obtain reimbursement as of 
June 2008. The purpose of obtaining a signed SSP 14 is to recover from an individual's Initial 
retroactive or Posteligibility Supplemental Security Income (SSI) payment. Interim Assistance is the 
amount of aid the county provides the individual for meeting basic needs while the individual's SSI 
application is pending or during the time the SSI benefits are suspended or terminated and 
subsequently reinstated. Therefore, it is vital that an SSP 14 be obtained and a copy is retained in 
Integrated Document System (IDM). Without a current copy the County cannot recoup the IAR.

Note: 

The SSP 14 generated from CalWIN does not automatically populate the CAPI 
applicant/recipient’s information and the county’s IA agency name as well ad the GR code. 
Therefore, until a fix is completed, the SSP 14 must be obtained from the DEBS Library.

13.4      Instructions for the form “Authorization for 
Reimbursement of Interim Assistance Initial Payment or 
Initial Posteligibility Payment” SSP 14 

13.4.1 History

Prior to June 2008, counties had a choice of using the SSP 14 or a replacement form per EAS 
Manual 49-065.3.33.332. Santa Clara used the “General Assistance Repayment Responsibility” 
(SCD 588) form authorizing SSA to reimburse IAR for GA expenditures made during the SSI/SSP 
eligibility period. As of September 1, 2008, form SSP 14 was mandated for GA. 
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13.4.2 Notification of SSP 14 to Social Security Administration

Santa Clara is an “Automated” IA County and does not send the SSP 14 to SSA. The State notifies 
SSA through an electronic system that the State has received the authorization. This determines the 
30 day and the 12 month duration requirements for the SSP 14. [Refer to Section 33.4.2 “CalWIN 
and Automation,” page 13-7.]

13.4.3 Process for Validity of the SSP 14

Eligibility Workers must follow the process and the time frame below to ensure the validity of the  
SSP 14:

• A new SSP 14 must be signed every 12 months. The SSP 14 is only binding for 12 months, 
therefore; the SSP 14 MUST be completed at each RRR. Copies are retained in IDM.

• The SSP 14 must be completed entirely and correctly. To be valid, the SSP 14 must include:

• Client's Name
• Client's Social Security Number
• Client's Address (If client is homeless, it must be noted in the address field)
• County IA Agency (Santa Clara County Social Services Agency)
• GR Code (05530) 
• Correct Identification of action being authorized: Initial or Post eligibility claim (only one box 

must be checked)
• Signature of the Individual receiving Interim Assistance and signature of the Eligibility 

Worker and,
• Date

• If both “Initial” and Posteligibility boxes are checked the SSP 14 is NOT binding. Mark the box 
“Initial” for Initial payments. Mark the box for Posteligibility ONLY if the individual has been 
suspended or discontinued by SSA for whatever reason, and have appealed that decision to 
reinstate SSI and receive benefits.

• The SSP 14 must be explained to the client and must be signed and dated by both 
applicant/recipient and County Staff (County staff signs as “State Representative”) for the 
“Authorization” to be valid. 

• The completed SSP 14 must be received by Social Security Administration within 30 calendar 
days of the date it was signed. Santa Clara County is an Automated County since 1993, 
therefore, uses the electronic system to send authorization information to SSA. For Counties 
using the electronic systems, SSA must receive the authorization information within 30 
calendar days of the state matching the client’s SSI record with the client’s state record. [Refer 
to GA Handbook Chapter 33, Section 33.4.2 “CalWIN and Automation,” page 13-7].
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• A new SSP 14 must be completed when a GA client files for a new SSI/SSP application.

• SSA sends an eIAR communication when the “Authorization For Reimbursement” (SSP 14) is 
not received within the 30 calendar-day time line. Because our Agency missed the deadline, we 
are not eligible to receive the Interim Assistance reimbursement.[Refer to Chapter 33, section 
33.13.3 “Late GR Code Posted,” page 13-38].

• The SSP 14 is NOT given to the client to take to SSA to apply for SSI. The only exception is 
when the County Code 43 is missing from the MEDS INQX screen.

• A copy of the signed SSP 14 MUST be in IDM. Without a copy of the SSP 14 the County 
cannot recoup the IAR.

13.4.4 When to Obtain the SSP 14:

• Not all applicants/recipients are required to complete the SSP 14, only those who are determined 
to be unemployable/disabled and are referred to Social Security Administration to apply for 
SSI/SSP. 

• When Code 43 is missing from the MEDS INQX screen the SSP 14 MUST be   given to the client 
to take to the SSA field office OR the County internal Social Security Administration Liaison 
requests from Social Security Administration (SSA) to have the IAR GR Code posted to Social 
Security Record (SSR) by contacting the SSA District office Liaison and submitting the SSP 14 
when requesting that SSA “Manually” transmit or tag the SSI record (GR Code Posted) with SSA’s 
eIAR web application code 05530.

• Completed at each RRR. 

• Each time the applicant/recipient is denied SSI and the client files for a new SSI/SSP application. 

• When a client’s status changes from Employable to Unemployable.

• When there has been a Social Security number or a legal name change (i.e., marriage or divorce). 

The assigned EW must follow ALL other normal GA requirements and procedures.

13.5 “Automated” Interim Assistance Reimbursement (IAR) 
County

Santa Clara County is an “Automated” Interim Assistance (IA) Agency. The Automated Interim 
Assistance Reimbursement (IAR) process identifies GA Recipients who have a pending SSI 
application and automates the County’s claim for reimbursement of Interim Assistance.
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13.5.1 History

Santa Clara County has been an automated county since 1993. Prior to CalWIN the county would 
send a monthly computer tape to CDSS, effectively “certifying” that an “Authorization for 
Reimbursement of Interim Assistance Initial Payment or Initial Posteligibility Payment” (SSP 14) was 
on file for GA cases that were ID’d on the tape. CDSS would in turn transmit the State Data 
Exchange (SDX type) to the Data Processing Center (DPC). DPC would run the SDX type against 
the General Assistance file and create a Match Tape and send the Match Tape to CDSS. CDSS then 
transmitted the Match Tape to SSA Central Office (CO). Upon receipt, SSA CO automatically posted 
the GA (IAR) code to each pending applicant’s SSI record. This eliminated the need for the county to 
send a paper SSP 14 to the local SSA Office.

13.5.2 CalWIN and Automation

With CalWIN the process changed, and since then, the GA cases have been automatically picked up 
by DHCS when they receive an approval transaction from CalWIN that is sent to MEDS (effectively 
“certifying” that an “Authorization for Reimbursement of Interim Assistance Initial Payment or Initial 
Posteligibility Payment” (SSP 14) is on file). When the data is picked up through DHCS’ MEDS 
system, they are somehow able to tell when a GA or CAPI case is open in the County and they are 
able to check the SSN against the SSI data file they have access to. When there’s a match, they put 
the SSN on a tape and send to CDSS’ Information Services Division (ISD) and forwards the 
information on to SSA Central Office in Baltimore. If SSA finds an SSI record, Santa Clara grant 
reimbursement (GR) code (for IAR) is posted to the individual’s record. This tags the record to 
ensure Santa Clara receives priority in any of the SSI individual’s past due payment over the 
attorneys and the SSI individual. This process eliminates the need for the county to send a paper 
SSP 14 to the local SSA Office

Summary of CalWIN and Automation process

• CalWIN transmits case approvals automatically to DHCS. 

• DHCS sends to MEDS system.

• When a GA or CAPI case is open in the County DHCS is able to check the SSN against the SSI 
data file, and 

• When there’s a match, DHCS put the SSN on a tape and send to CDSS’ Information Services 
(ISD) and ISD forward the information to Social Security Administration (SSA) Central Office in 
Baltimore. 

• When SSA finds an SSI record, Santa Clara grant reimbursement (GR) code (for IAR) is posted to 
the individual’s record. This tags the record to ensure Santa Clara receives priority in any of the 
SSI individual’s past due payment over the attorneys and the SSI individual.
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• Santa Clara County certifies that an SSP 14 is on file. An SSP 14 is completed at intake, RRR, 
each time the client reapplies for SSI and/or when there is a name or Social Security Number 
change and place in Integrated Document System (IDM).

The Automation process is complicated involving 4 different bureaucracies DHCS, CDSS, SSA and 
CalWIN.    

There are two ways an SSI record is transmitted or tagged (GR Code Posted 
 [with Code 43 for Santa Clara County]) for an IAR County:

(1) “Manually” posted by the SSA field office. Upon receiving the paper  
SSP 14 form the SSA field office manually transmits or tags the SSI record (GR Code 
Posted) for IAR.   

(2) “Automatically” posted by the electronic receipt/state-SSA Data exchange. Upon 
receiving an electronic notification that CDSS transmitted a receipt, then the SSA field 
office transmits nothing because it is automatically posted to the SSI record. We are 
certifying that an SSP 14 is on file. 

When Code 43 is missing from the MEDS INQX screen the SSP 14 MUST be   given to the client to 
take to the SSA field office OR the County internal Social Security Administration Liaison requests 
form Social Security Administration (SSA) to have the IAR GR Code posted to Social Security 
Record (SSR) by contacting the SSA District office Liaison and submitting the SSP 14 when 
requesting that SSA “Manually” transmit or tag the SSI record (GR Code Posted) with SSA’s eIAR 
web application code 05530.

13.6 Social Security Administration Referral Process

13.6.1 Client has Had No Contract with SSA 

The following steps must be followed when referring a client who has had no contact with the SSA:

Who Action

Assigned EW • Makes a determination that the client must apply for SSI.

• Completes and has the client sign forms SCD 169 and SSP 14.

• Instructs the client to take the SCD 169 to the Social Security Administration office to 
apply for SSI.

• Schedules a return appointment for the client to return the SCD 169.

• Submits the SSP 14 to be scanned into IDM.

Client Takes the EW completed SCD 169 form to the SSA office to apply for SSI.
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Social Security 
Claims 
Representative

• Completes the requested information on the SCD 169.

• Enters their signature, title, phone number and the date.

• Stamps form with the Social Security office stamp.

• Returns the signed SCD 169 to the applicant/recipient to return to the assigned EW. 

Client Returns the completed SCD 169 to the EW.

Assigned EW • Reviews the SCD 169 for claims representative signature, date signed, and Social 
Security Administration's stamp.

• Submits the SCD 169 to be scanned into IDM.

• If the SCD 169 is incomplete instructs the client to return the SCD 169 to SSA for the 
missing information. 

• Gives the client an appointment to return the completed SCD 169. 

When the SCD 169 indicates the SSI Claim is either denied or being processed the 
following actions must be taken:

If... Then the EW...

Denied, • Completes SSI/SSP tabs in the Collect Individual SSI/SSP 
Detail window from the Display Individual Demographics 
Summary window.

• Submits the completed SCD 169 and  
SSP 14 to be scanned into IDM.

• Makes an on-line referral to the SSI Advocacy Unit. [Refer to 
Section 7.3 of the GA Business.]

Processed, • Completes SSI/SSP tabs in the Collect Individual SSI/SSP 
Detail window from the Display Individual Demographics 
Summary window.

• Makes an on-line referral to the SSI Advocacy Unit when the 
client meets the SSI Advocacy Criteria Referral requirement. 
[Refer to “SSI Advocacy Program,” page 29-1] for 
referral reason chart.

• Submits the completed SCD 169 and  
SSP 14 to be scanned into IDM Benefits F2, top. 

Who Action
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13.6.2 Client Has Had Prior Contact With SSA

The following steps shall be followed when referring a client who has had contact with the SSA:

Who Action

Client • Applies for Social Security.

• Subsequently applies for GA.

Assigned Eligibility 
Worker (EW)

• Completes and has the client sign forms SCD 169 and SSP 14.

• Instructs the client to take the SCD 169 to the Social Security Administration office to verify 
the SSI application.

• Schedules a return appointment for the client to return the SCD 169.

• Submits the SSP 14 to be scanned into IDM.

Social Security 
Claims 
Representative

• Completes the requested information on the SCD 169.

• Enters their signature, title, phone number and the date.

• Stamps form with the Social Security office stamp.

• Returns the signed SCD 169 to the applicant/recipient.   

Client Returns the completed SCD 169 to the district office.
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Assigned EW • Reviews the SCD 169 for claims representative signature, date signed, and Social Security 
Administration's stamp.

• Submits the SCD 169 to be scanned into IDM.

• If the SCD 169 is incomplete instructs the client to return the SCD 169 to SSA for the 
missing information.

• Gives the client an appointment to return the completed SCD 169. 

When the SCD 169 indicates the SSI Claim is either denied or being processed the following 
actions must be taken.

If... Then the EW...

Denied, • Makes appropriate entries into CalWIN. Completes SSI/SSP tabs in the 
Collect Individual SSI/SSP Detail window from the Display Individual 
Demographics Summary window

• Submits the completed SCD 169 and SSP 14 to be scanned into IDM.

• Makes an on-line referral to the SSI Advocacy Unit. [Refer to Section 7.3 
of the GA Business.]

Processed, • Completes SSI/SSP tabs in the Collect Individual SSI/SSP Detail 
window from the Display Individual Demographics Summary window.

• Makes an on-line referral to the SSI Advocacy Unit when the client meets 
the SSI Advocacy Criteria Referral requirement. [Refer to “SSI 
Advocacy Program,” page 29-1] for referral reason chart.

• Submits the completed SCD 169 SSP 14 to be scanned into IDM 
Benefits F2, top.

SSI Advocacy 
Supervisor

• Receives the printed Online Referral from clerical staff.

• Reviews and determines assignment of an SSI Advocacy Social Worker. 

• Assigns to a Social Worker via the SSI Advocacy Web Application.

• E-mails clerical to create a folder for the assigned Social Worker.

• Submits paperwork to the assigned Social Worker.

• The printed copy with assigned social worker is then forwarded to designated clerical staff 
for processing

Clerical • Receives the printed copy with assigned Social Worker. 

• Creates a folder for the assigned Social Worker.

Who Action
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13.7 SSI Application Follow-up

The status of the SSI/SSP application MUST be monitored. 

• MEDS INQX screen is to be checked periodically to ensure Code 43 is showing after the case has 
been approved.

• When Code 43 is missing from the MEDS INQX screen the SSP 14 MUST be   given to the client 
to take to the SSA field office OR the County internal Social Security Administration Liaison 
requests form Social Security Administration (SSA) to have the IAR GR Code posted to Social 
Security Record (SSR) by contacting the SSA District office Liaison and submitting the SSP 14 
when requesting that SSA “Manually” transmit or tag the SSI record (GR Code Posted) with SSA’s 
eIAR web application code 05530.

SSI Advocacy 
Social Worker

Receives paperwork:

• Establishes and/or monitors SSI applications or Appeals.

• Reviews MEDS system for each case on a monthly basis to verify the client’s SSI status. 

• Contacts SSI Advocacy Supervisor when County code is not entered into MEDS.

• Notifies the assigned EW and/or Fiscal (DTAC - CSS Unit) if an original SSI approval notice 
is received.

Who Action
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13.8 SSI Denials After the Application is Processed By Social 
Security Administration

If the SSI application was denied the following actions must be taken:

Who Action

Assigned EW Receives notification of SSI denial or copy of SSI denial letter from the client. 

• Make an online referral to the SSI Advocacy Unit as appropriate.

• Generates Speedletter “GA/GR Verify SSI/SSP Application Status” (Spltr 918) in 
CalWIN and forwards a copy of to the SSI Advocacy. 

•  Submits the SSI denial letter and Speedletter 918 for IDM processing.

• Completes the SSI/SSP tabs in the Collect Individual SSI/SSP Detail window from 
the Display Individual Demographics Summary window.

• Documents information into CalWIN Maintain Case Comments window.

SSI Advocacy Social 
Worker

Receives notification of SSI denial or copy of denial letter:

• Receives Speedletter 918 form EW:

• Mails or takes speedletter 918 to SSA to be completed by SSA.

• Schedules an appointment with the client [Refer to “Case Assignment,” page 
29-2]] of the GA Handbook for process.

• Completes the SSI/SSP tabs in the Collect Individual SSI/SSP Detail window from 
the Display Individual Demographics Summary window.

Note:
Information on Speedletter 918 is vital and is used for processing an SSI 
appeal.
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13.9 SSI Claims Process

The following chart describes what must occur at the SSI Advocacy Unit during the SSI 
application/appeal process:

Initial SSI Application

Was SSI application approved Yes --> SSI paid

 | 
 | No 
V

1st level File for Reconsideration within 60 days of denial.

Was SSI approved at Reconsideration level? Yes --> SSI paid

 | 
 | No 
V

2nd level File for Hearing with Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) 
within 60 days.

Was SSI approved at ALJ Hearing Level? Yes --> SSI paid

 | 
 | No 
V

3rd level File with Appeals Council in Washington, D.C.

Was SSI approved at Appeals Council Level? Yes --> SSI paid

 | 
 | No 
V

4th level Appeal to Federal District Court.

Was SSI approved at Federal District Court Level? Yes --> SSI paid

 | 
 | No 
V

End
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13.9.1 SSI Denial Levels

The following chart lists the five different Levels of Denials. Upon discovery or notification that the 
client’s SSI application is denied, the following actions must taken:

If the Level of Denial was issued during... Then the EW must...                                             

Initial Application, • Completes a referral to the SSI Advocacy Unit so they can 
make a determination whether or not the client must apply for a 
reconsideration.

• Instruct the client to provide verification of an application for 
reconsideration within ten (10) days. (Failure to do so will result 
in ineligibility for GA). 

• Notify the client (in writing) of the need to apply for 
reconsideration, allowing at least ten (10) days for the client to 
comply. If the client does not respond, the GA payment must be 
held. A ten (10) day notice of action (NOA) is required.

• Completes SSI/SSP tabs in the Collect Individual SSI/SSP 
Detail window from the Display Individual Demographics 
Summary window.

• Documents information into CalWIN Maintain Case 
Comments window.

Reconsideration, Complete a referral (following current office procedures) to the 
SSI Advocacy Unit within ten (10) days from the date that the EW 
is notified of the reconsideration denial. [Refer to “Referrals to 
the SSI Advocacy Unit,” page 13-29].]

Federal Administrative Hearing, Appeals 
Council Review, or Federal District Court,

Refer the client to SSI Advocacy Unit. The SSI Advocacy Unit 
must assist at these levels. [Refer to “Referrals to the SSI 
Advocacy Unit,” page 13-29].]
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13.9.2 Various Types of SSI Denials Referred to the SSI Advocacy Unit

The following chart lists the various types of denials referred to the SSI Advocacy unit. Upon 
discovery or notification that the client’s SSI application is denied, the following actions must taken: 

If the Denial was due to... Then the EW must...

Failure to comply or cooperate 
with SSA and the case is ACTIVE 
to the SSI Advocacy Unit, 

• Send an SCD 169 to SSI Advocacy Social Worker.

• Generate and send Speedletter 918 to the SSI Advocacy Social Worker. 
Information on Speedletter 918 is vital and is used for processing an SSI 
appeal. The Social Worker will mail or take Speedletter 918 to SSA. 

• Document CalWIN Maintain Case Comments window the date and reason 
for the SSI denial and that the SCD 169 and Speedletter 918 was given to 
the SSI Advocacy Social Worker. 

• Submit the SSI denial letter for IDM processing.

• Follow-up within 30 calendar days for verification that the appeal was filed 
with SSA. 

Note:
In extreme situations up to 65 days maybe allowed as the client has 
60 days to appeal and allowed 5 days for mailing. 

• Follow-up with SSI Advocacy prior to discontinuing the case.

Failure to comply or cooperate 
with SSA and the case is NOT 
active to the SSI Advocacy Unit, 

• Send an SCD 169 and an SCD 50 to the client.

• Include information on the SCD 50 that the client must contact the EW if 
they need assistance with the appeal process.

• Complete an on-line referral to the SSI Advocacy Unit upon the client’s 
request that assistance is needed for the appeals process.

• Generate and send Speedletter 918 to the SSI Advocacy Social Worker. 
Information on Speedletter 918 is vital and is used for processing an SSI 
appeal. The Social Worker will mail or take Speedletter 918 to SSA. 

• Follow-up within 10 calendar days for verification that the appeal was filed 
with SSA.

• Document CalWIN Maintain Case Comments window

Note:
The EW MUST request verification from SSA that the client has 
cooperated. It is necessary that all requirements to receive GA Interim 
Assistance are met PRIOR to authorizing aid. Refer to [““Referral 
To/From Social Security” (SCD 169),” page 13-3“].              [
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13.10SSI Approvals

Upon receipt of one of the following notifications, actions as described in Sections 33.9.1 through 
33.9.6 of this chapter must be taken.

13.10.1 Procedure for Notification of SSI Approvals

Notification of the SSI approval may be received in the following different ways:

• The Department of Tax and Collections (DTAC)-Customer Service and Support (CSS) Unit 
receives “Notice of SSI Approval” via SSA’s Government To Government Services online (eIAR 
web application). 

• The recipient receives the retroactive check and/or the first monthly SSI check directly and notifies 
the Agency.

• The recipient receives an SSI Award Letter and notifies the Agency.

• Other written or verbal notification from the Social Security Administration or the client (e.g. MEDS 
or an attorney).

Not meeting Disability 
Requirements,

• Send an SCD 169 and an SCD 50 to client. 

• Include information on the SCD 50 that the client must contact the EW if 
they need assistance with the appeals process.

• Complete an on-line referral to the SSI Advocacy Unit upon the client’s 
request that assistance is needed for the appeals process

• Generate and send Speedletter 918 to the SSI Advocacy Social Worker. 
Information on Speedletter 918 is vital and used for processing an SSI 
appeal. The Social Worker will mail or take Speedletter 918 to SSA. 

• Follow-up within 10 calendar days for verification that the appeal was filed 
with SSA.

Note:
If the client meets or appears to meet the SSI disability requirements 
at a later date, a NEW SCD 169 and SSP 14 are REQUIRED. 

Other reasons, Determine if those reasons affect the client’s eligibility for GA and take the 
appropriate action accordingly.

If the Denial was due to... Then the EW must...
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13.10.2 The Department of Tax and Collections (DTAC) - Customer Service 
and Support (CSS) Unit Receives an Electronic Notification of SSI 
Approval

When CSS Clerical Unit receives communication via Social Security Administration’s eIAR web 
application regarding SSI retroactive payment for a recipient, they are required by law to process the 
claim and report the SSI reimbursement amount within twenty five (25) working days. If not 
processed within the time allowed, the amount owed to the County will be forfeited. The following 
actions must be taken within the time allowed:

• CSS Clerical Unit e-mails the approved SSI list (new IAR cases) to the GA Office/Collections-GA 
Liaison for Eligibility Worker’s (EW) action and logs into the IAR log in the “Special Projects” folder 
in the SSA shared drive for the Appeals unit action.

• The assigned EW must discontinue the General Assistance/CAPI case in CalWIN as appropriate. 

• The Appeals unit - Appeals Officer (AO) must compute the GA or CAPI issued during the IAR 
period for the following: 

• Couple cases 
• Residential Care Home (RCH) cases 
• Sponsored Aliens
• Any case in which Collections deems that eligibility knowledge is required to calculate or 

determine the amount of aid paid.

• CSS Clerical Unit computes all post CalWIN SSI cases with the exception specified  above. 

13.10.3 GA Repayment Process for Interim Assistance Reimbursement

In order to complete the GA repayment process, the following actions must be taken between the 
CSS Clerical Unit, Appeals Unit, and the Eligibility Worker assigned to the GA case: 

Who Tasks/Steps

CSS 
Clerical 
Unit

•  Receives SSI approvals via SSA’s eIAR web application and/or manual SSA L8125 from SSA 
District Office.

• Logs each request into the IAR log in the “Special Projects” folder in the shared drive by going to 
S:\Special Projects\Collections-GA.

• Emails the approved SSI list (new IAR cases) by 10:00 a.m. daily to:

• GA Bureau at ga@ssa.sccgov.org with copy to the Collections-GA Liaison(s), and to 

• Appeals Unit clerk at the ASB inbox asbappeals@ssa.sccgov.org 
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GA Clerical 
staff

• Receives the e-mail from CSS Clerical Unit with the approved SSI list  
(new IAR cases).

• IDs cases and creates “Priority” TMT assignment for: 

• Client on SSI. Discontinue GA/CAPI IMMEDIATELY. 
• Send a valid NOA. 

NOTE: For cases in the list that are no longer in a GA caseload:
• IDs the cases
• Informs GA-Collections Liaison of the status of the GA/CAPI case (discontinued/closed and status 

date).

Assigned 
Eligibility 
Worker 
(EW)

• Receives “Priority” TMT request for actions. 
• Reviews MEDS to obtain confirmation/verification of SSI approval. 

If MEDS 
indicates ...

Then...

Questionable 
information.

• Evaluates and reviews the case for continue eligibility and takes 
appropriate action. 

SSI Approval • Discontinues the GA case IMMEDIATELY. 

• Completes the SSI/SSP tabs in the Collect Individual SSI/SSP Detail 
window from the Display Individual Demographics Summary window. 

• Ensures the correct discontinuance Notice of Action (NOA) for GA and 
all other programs being discontinued is sent to the recipient.

Note:
A ten-day NOA is not required for GA, but it must be sent prior to the 
effective date of discontinuance. For GA the correct NOA is 
“Receiving SSI/SSP” (GA 023).

• Reviews Overpayment claims and takes appropriate action.

• Ensures a correct and updated SSP 14 is in IDM and takes the following 
actions: 

If... Then...

Missing or 
Incomplete  
SSP 14,

• Contacts the client for appropriate completion/ 
correction of the SSP 14.

• Emails the SSP 14 immediately to the Collections 
Unit inbox at: 
DTAC-CUSTOMER-SERVICE-AND-SUPPORT-CL
ERICAL@fin.sccgov.org

SSP 14 is found • Emails the SSP 14 immediately to the Collections 
Unit inbox at the DTAC email address above. 

• Notifies the EW Supervisor of the actions taken within 2 days of receiving 
the TMT. 

Who Tasks/Steps
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Assigned 
Eligibility 
Worker 
(EW)

Cont. 

CASES DISCONTINUING AFTER FISCAL CUTOFF:
 
If the case is being discontinued AFTER fiscal cutoff (FME) the following actions must be taken in 
CalWIN to hold the next payment:

• Selects the CalWIN Search for Issuance from the Benefit Issuance “Action” group box. 

• Clicks the [Release/Hold] button from the Search for Issuance window. 
• Selects the Pending future month benefits the [Release/Hold] button will now be enabled. 

(For the current [Issued] month the [Release/Hold] button will not be enabled; it will be grayed 
out).

Note:
Once the [Release/Hold] button is “clicked on,” the Search for Issuance Status window 
reappears with the Search Results field showing Hold in the Issuance Status tab.

• Clicks Save.

• Sends a “Fax Request for Benefits Issuance Action” form (SCD 274) to the Benefit Issuance 
Unit to void the EBT transaction or Cancel the Warrant. The SCD 274 can be emailed to 
warrantcontrol@ssa.sccgov.org or faxed to (408) 755-7919.  
 
Note: If action is not taken and the status of the issuance is updated to “Hold,” it will remain in 
that status indefinitely.

• Notifies the IAR Appeals Officer, if applicable, when a payment will be sent in the FUTURE 
month (i.e., Residential Care Home (RCH) which is paid after the fact):

•  The amount of the payment, and

•  The month and year for which the payment is being issued. 
Note:

When the initial payment is received from Social Security Administration and if the next 
assistance GA payment has already been prepared and delivery cannot be stopped, the 
amount of this next payment is also reimbursable as interim Assistance.  
(Per DS Manual-EAS46-337.5.2).

The Board & Care payment for the current month will be issued to RCH with the amount to be issued 
and the break down for Room & Board.

CASES IN RESIDENTIAL CARE HOME FACILITIES: 

• Ensures that CSS Clerical Unit gets informed that a FUTURE month payment will be issued, 
including:

•  The amount of the payment, and

• The month and year for which the payment is being issued.

• Documents in CalWIN Maintain Case Comments window.

NOTE: In the event the assigned EW is unavailable, the Unit Supervisor MUST take responsibility for 
completing the required actions. 

Who Tasks/Steps
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EW 
Supervisor

• Gathers TMT completion information and forwards to the GA-Collections Liaison.

Collections- 
GA Liaison 
(GA EWS)

• Receives case information from the EW Supervisor(s) and GA Clerical Staff (non-GA cases).

• Responds to CSS Clerical Unit’s email with the status of cases. (Do not respond to all. Only need to 
respond to the sender)

[Refer to “eIAR Communication Processes,” page 13-34].

Appeals Unit  
Clerk

• Receives list from CSS Clerical Unit.
• Updates the current eIAR log daily by noon, as follows:

Column 
Name

Action

Case Number Enters all GA case number(s) associated with the social security number 
(SSN)

Computation 
Assigned To

Research CalWIN to determine Case type and assigns as follows:

Unit Case Types

Appeals • Residential Care Home
• CAPI
• Couple Cases
• Sponsored Cases
• Multiple Case Numbers
• Any case in which Collections deems that 

eligibility knowledge is required to calculate or 
determine the amount of aid paid.

CSS Clerical Unit All other Post-CalWIN cases

Program Selects GA programs associated with the SSN from the drop-down menu.

Case Status Selects case status from the drop-down menu or types in if necessary.

Case Tracking Orders the agency folder for pre-CalWIN cases through Case Tracking 
System and/or selects appropriate status from drop down menu.

SSP 14 Hyperlinks valid and most recent SSP14.

Important:
For couple cases, ensures that the correct SSP 14 is submitted. 
If necessary, researches IDM for both CAPI cases. 

Note:
If unable to locate the SSP 14 in IDM, contacts the Collections-GA 
Liaison for assistance in obtaining the SSP 14. 

CompSheet 
Requested

Enters same date as in “Date” column from the calendar or types in the date.

10 Day Due Enters 10 business days from the “Date” column. 

Who Tasks/Steps
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Appeals Unit 
Supervisor

• Ensures that the eIAR log is updated on a daily basis and that cases have been assigned accordingly. 

Appeals Officer • Computes assigned case(s) by the 10-Day due date.
• Hyperlinks the completed Compsheet to the Computation Column of the eIAR log.
• Enters the Compsheet completion date on the Compsheet Completed Column.

CSS -Sr. Account 
Clerk

• Receives cases assigned to CSS Clerical Unit.

• Re-assigns case(s) to unit staff based on the assigned alpha.

CSS Clerical Unit 
Clerk

• Prints SSP14 

• Updates the eIAR log as follows:

- IA First Month 
- IA Last Month

• Computes the IA amount by the 10 Day Due date, using the General Assistance Summary Worksheet. 

• Saves the worksheet as follows: 
s:\Special Projects\Collections-GA\CompSheet\GA CAPI IAR worksheet by Collections folder.

• Hyperlinks the Worksheet to the Compsheet Completed column. 

• Updates Compsheet Completion Date.

• Updates ”IA Entered” and “Packet to AR” columns accordingly.

CSS Clerical Unit 
and Accounts 
Receivable

CSS Clerical Unit

• Submits IAR claim to Social Security Administration based on Compsheet and the completed 
SSP 14.

• Provides within 7 working days of receiving the IAR payment the following required documents to 
Accounts Receivable to process the payment received:

• CompSheets, or GA Summary Worksheet
• Valid SSP 14 
• Valid SC 588 form (For cases prior to 01/01/14 when valid SSP 14 is missing or 

incomplete).
• Electronic Interim Assistance Computation Sheet (SCF 1309)
• Notice of Action and Right to Request a State Hearing on Interim Assistance (SSP 18).

Accounts Receivable 

• Receives the payment from Social Security Administration and notifies Collections when 
payments are received.

• Reviews all documents for compliance and completeness. 

• Posts IAR payment to VACS on a weekly basis.

• Sends a copy of the completed Electronic Interim Assistance computations sheet (SCF 1309) to 
Collections.

CSS Clerical Unit

• Prepares all documents for scanning into IDM.

Note:
If the 10 working day time line is not met, the payment must be mailed in full to the client.
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13.10.4 Recipient Receives the Check

If the recipient notifies the Eligibility Worker (EW) that he/she has received the retroactive and/or the 
first monthly check directly from Social Security Administration, the following action is required:   

Step Action

1 Receives “Priority” TMT request for actions to be taken on approved  
SSI case(s):

• Discontinues the GA case IMMEDIATELY. A ten (10) day Notice of Action (NOA) is NOT 
required for GA. But the “Receiving SSI/SSP”  
(GA 023) NOA must be sent prior to the effective date of discontinuance.

• Completes the SSI/SSP tabs in the Collect Individual SSI/SSP Detail window from the 
Display Individual Demographics Summary window. 

• Reviews Overpayments and must take action on valid claims in the Display Claim 
Summary by Case window from the Benefit Recovery “Action” group box. 

• Ensures a correct and updated SSP 14 is in IDM and takes the following actions within 2 
days after receiving the assignment (Task): 

If . . . Then . . .

Missing or Incomplete  
SSP 14,

• Contacts the client for appropriate completion/ 
correction.

• Emails the SSP 14 immediately to the 
Department of Tax and Collections (DTAC)- 
Customer Service and Support (CSS) Unit inbox 
at 
DTAC-CUSTOMER-SERVICE-AND-SUPPORT-
CLERICAL@fin.sccgov.org.

SSP 14 is found, Emails the SSP 14 immediately to the DTAC CSS 
Unit inbox at 
DTAC-CUSTOMER-SERVICE-AND-SUPPORT-CL
ERICAL@fin.sccgov.org.

NOTE: “General Assistance Repayment Responsibility” (SCD 588) was required 
prior to 6/08 for GA to SSI/SSP. This form is now obsolete. The SSP14 must now 
be used.
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EXCEPTIONS:

If the case is being discontinued AFTER fiscal cutoff (FME) the following actions must be taken 
in CalWIN to hold the next payment:

• Selects the CalWIN Search for Issuance from the Benefit Issuance “Action” group 
box.

• Clicks the [Release/Hold] button from the Search for Issuance window. For the 
current (Issued) month the [Release/Hold] button will not be enabled (it will be 
grayed out). Select the Pending future month benefits the [Release/Hold] button will 
now be enabled.

Note:
Once the [Release/Hold] button is “clicked on,” the Search for Issuance Status 
window reappears with the Search Results field showing Hold in the Issuance Status 
tab. 

• Clicks Save.

• Sends a “Fax Request for Benefits Issuance Action” form (SCD 274) to the Benefit 
Issuance Unit to void the EBT transaction or Cancel the Warrant. The SCD 274 can 
be emailed to warrantcontrol@ssa.sccgov.org or faxed to (408) 755-7919. 
 
Note: If action is not taken and the status of the issuance is updated to “Hold,” it will 
remain in that status indefinitely.

• Uses office procedure (i.e., Collections-GA Liaison) to advise the processing Appeals 
IAR Appeals Officer (AO) IMMEDIATELY of the action(s) being taken, when 
applicable.

• Notifies the IAR AO via phone call or email when a payment will be sent in the 
FUTURE month (i.e., Residential Care Home (RCH) which is paid after the fact):

•  The amount of the payment, and

•  The month and year for which the payment is being issued.  
 

The Board & Care payment will be issued to RCH for the current month with the 
amount to be issued and the break down for Room & Board.

Step Action
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13.10.5 Recipient Receives the Award Letter

If the recipient receives the SSI award letter, but has NOT received the first check, the following 
actions must be taken by the assigned EW:

The EW must do the following to get the RCH current months payment:

• Contacts the RCH facility and faxes the “General Assistance Mandatory Billing Form” (GA 
18) requesting the final bill.

Note:
The RCH completes and faxes the GA 18 immediately to EW. 

• Ensures that RCH facility mails back the original GA 18.

• Receives the faxed GA 18 from the facility:

• Reviews the amount being billed.
• Enters the discharge date on the Collect Board & Care Detail window.

• Runs EDBC and views Wrap-up to verity the final benefit amount.

• Documents in CalWIN Maintain Case Comments window.

Note: In the event the assigned EW is unavailable, the Unit Supervisor MUST take 
responsibility for completing the required actions. 

2. • Notifies the Collections Unit that the recipient has received the retroactive and/or first 
monthly check directly, and the date of discontinuance by:
• Email - using the Collections email address from the global list or, 
• Pony mail - sending a memo to 333 W. Julian Street-2nd Floor. 

3. Notifies the SSI Advocacy Supervisor IMMEDIATELY of the client's receipt of the Award Letter, 
when the case is open to the SSI Advocacy unit, 

STEP ACTION

1. • Determines the first month the check will be received. This may be accomplished by having the 
client take an SCD 169 to Social Security Administration (SSA) for completion. A notation should be 
made, asking when the first check is anticipated. 

•  Ensures that IAR Code 43 is showing on MEDS INQX Screen. If not, send the client with the SCD 
169 and the SSP 14 to SSA. A notation should be made on the SCD 169, asking SSA to “Manually” 
transmit or tag the SSI record (GR Code Posted) with Code 43 for IAR. [Refer to Section 33.6 “SSI 
Application Follow-up,” page 13-12 for more on process.]

2. • Obtains a current SSP14 prior to IAR due date, if none on file. 
(if not current, the Reimbursement cannot be obtained).

REMINDER: The SSP14 is only binding for 12 months. Therefore, to ensure the validity of the SSP14, 
this must be completed and signed at every RRR.

Step Action
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3. Receives “Priority” TMT request for actions to be taken on approved SSI case(s):

• Discontinues the GA or CAPI case IMMEDIATELY. A seven (10) day Notice of Action (NOA) is NOT 
required for GA. But the “Receiving SSI/SSP” (GA 023) NOA must be sent prior to the effective date 
of discontinuance.  
CAPI requires a 10-day NOA use NA 691 (select Reason Code AAS702).

• Completes the SSI/SSP tabs in the Collect Individual SSI/SSP Detail window from the Display 
Individual Demographics Summary window.

• Reviews Overpayments and must take action on invalid claims in the Display Claim Summary by 
Case window from the Benefit Recovery “Action” group box.

STEP ACTION
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4. If the case is being discontinued AFTER fiscal cutoff (FME) the following actions must be taken in 
CalWIN to hold the next payment:

• Selects the CalWIN Search for Issuance from the Benefit Issuance “Action” group box.

• Clicks the [Release/Hold] button from the Search for Issuance window. For the current 
(Issued) month the [Release/Hold] button will not be enabled (it will be grayed out). Select 
the Pending future month benefits the [Release/Hold] button will now be enabled.

Note:
Once the [Release/Hold] button is “clicked on,” the Search for Issuance Status window 
reappears with the Search Results field showing Hold in the Issuance Status tab. 

• Clicks Save.

• Sends a “Fax Request for Benefits Issuance Action” form (SCD 274) to the Benefit Issuance 
Unit to void the EBT transaction or Cancel the Warrant. The SCD 274 can be emailed to 
warrantcontrol@ssa.sccgov.org or faxed to (408) 755-7919. 
 
Note: If action is not taken and the status of the issuance is updated to “Hold,” it will remain 
in that status indefinitely.

• Uses office procedure (i.e., Collections-GA Liaison) to advise the processing Appeals IAR 
Appeals Officer (AO) IMMEDIATELY of the action(s) being taken, when applicable.

• Notifies the IAR AO via phone call or email when a payment will be sent in the FUTURE 
month (i.e., Residential Care Home (RCH) which is paid after the fact):

•  The amount of the payment, and

•  The month and year for which the payment is being issued.  
 

The Board & Care payment will be issued to RCH for the current month with the amount 
to be issued and the break down for Room & Board.

Note:
If it is possible to obtain a copy of the Award Letter, forward a copy to Collections and maintain 
a copy in IDM.

• Documents actions taken on CalWIN Maintain Case Comments window.

5. • Notifies the Department of Tax and Collections (DTAC)-Customer Service and Support (CSS) Unit 
that the recipient has received the award letter, and the date of discontinuance by:
• Email at DTAC-CUSTOMER-SERVICE-AND-SUPPORT-CLERICAL@fin.sccgov.org. or, 
• Pony mail - sending a memo to DTAC-CSS Unit, 333 W. Julian Street, 2nd Floor. 

•  Notifies the SSI Advocacy Supervisor IMMEDIATELY of the client's receipt of the Award Letter, 
when the case is open to the SSI Advocacy unit.

STEP ACTION
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13.10.6 Sponsor General Assistance (GA) Repayment Computations

The following process must be taken for each of the following categories:•Client or the 
Department of Tax and Collection (DTAC) Customer Service and Support (CSS) Unit requests a 
case review (GA Repay Case).

• Client has Property transaction, and/or
• Client Estate is in probate:

Who Action

CSS Unit Clerk • Receives client request for a case review or a demand letter from a title company
• ID cases by name and social security number
• Logs-in the case in the GA Repay Log-in S/Special Projects/Collections/GA.

Appeals Clerical • Assigns the case to Appeals AOs to perform computation on the following type of cases
- Pre-CalWIN, 
- Residential Care Home
- Work Project Credit
- Multiple GA case numbers
- Couple Cases

• Any case in which Collections deems that eligibility knowledge is required to calculate or 
determine the amount of aid paid.

Appeals AO Computes GA grant amounts issued for:

• GA Repay Cases
• Property Cases
• Probate Cases.

13.11SSI Advocacy

The purpose for the SSI Advocacy Program was designed to focus on those GA clients who must 
apply for SSI. The Program utilizes Social Worker intervention and assistance in order to:

• Assist clients in following through with the SSI application process.

• Secure additional and more precise medical/psychiatric information, and

• Provide representation at the various appeal levels in the SSI process.

An SSI application denied at any level of the four-step appeal process may be pursued by the SSI 
Advocacy Social Worker.
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13.11.1 Assessment Services

The SSI Advocacy Unit will provide assessment services to assist the client in the SSI application 
process. The assessment services include, but are not limited to the following:

• Educational abilities.
• Employment history.
• Medical history.
• Agency history.
• Criminal history.
• Institutional history.

13.11.2 Other Supportive Services

In addition, the SSI Advocacy Unit provides the following supportive services:

• Obtaining medical records and documentation which are critical to the SSI appeal process.

• Correspondence for the client.

• Collateral interviews.

• Representation at legal proceedings.

• Legal referrals.

• Referrals to other resources.

13.11.3 Bus Tokens

The SSI Advocacy Unit may provide bus tokens to assist the GA client in completing the SSI 
application process (e.g. transportation to Social Security and/or medical appointments).

13.11.4 Referrals to the SSI Advocacy Unit

The assigned EW must make a CalWIN on-line referral to the SSI Advocacy when the client meets 
the required criteria, and:

• The client’s SSI claim has been denied at the Reconsideration Level, or any other level.

• There have been repeated denials of SSI for failure to follow through with the SSI process.

• The client is unable to comply with the SSI appeals process.
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• The client has been on GA (as an unemployable client) for a year or longer and has been denied 
for SSI. 

• The applicant/recipient is 64 years and 10 months of age or older, or

• Requested by the SSI Advocacy Unit. 

Referrals to the SSI Advocacy Unit may be made by the EW or Vocational Services Counselor. 

13.11.5 Failure to File an SSI Appeal

GA will be discontinued if the client (or the SSI Advocacy Unit on behalf of the client) fails to file 
either:

• A timely appeal with the Social Security Administration, or

• A timely waiver (based on good cause) of the time limit.

The client will remain ineligible until cooperation is achieved with all aspects of the SSI application 
process, including medical examinations.

Note: 

GA may not be discontinued for the above reason unless it can be proven that the client was 
aware of the responsibility to file an appeal. The client's signature on the “Important Information 
for Applicants and Recipients of General Assistance” (GA 14) is sufficient evidence that the 
recipient understood his/her responsibilities.

The only time the SSI Advocacy Social Worker would not file an appeal is when he/she:

• Receives notification of a denial too late to file an appeal within the time limit, or
• Determines the appeal to be inappropriate.

13.12Social Security Administration’s SSI eIAR Web Application

13.12.1 Overview

Social Security Administration (SSA) developed a web application that was implemented on 
November 23, 2009, which is known as the SSI Electronic Interim Assistance Reimbursement (eIAR) 
system. This application is available through Social Security Administration’s 
Government-to-Government Services Online web site. The eIAR allows participating Interim 
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Assistance (IA) counties to view and acknowledge Social Security Administration communications, 
and query information regarding an IAR case. Future eIAR releases will allow participating IAR 
County Agencies to request IA case reimbursement through this web site.

Effective November 22, 2010, Santa Clara County Social Services designated staff will officially start 
using the eIAR web application. The SSI Electronic Interim Assistance Reimbursement (eIAR) 
Release 2.2 application is scheduled for implementation on November 20, 2010.

The eIAR service provides a mechanism for state IA agencies to access and communicate IAR 
information to Social Security Administration electronically. The Query IA case function allows users 
to access information on IAR cases through pre-defined queries available.

(1) “Acknowledge Social Security Administration Communications.”

(2) “Report IA Payment to Approved SSI Cases,” and

(3) “Query IA Cases 

Refer to http://www.ssa.gov/gso/eiar/eIAR_InternetUserGuide.pdf. 

13.12.2 Designated Workers

County (State) Workers

For California, County Agencies are allowed access as a “County (State) Worker.” The County 
(State) Workers will have access to view and acknowledge the receipt of Social Security 
Administration Communications, and query IAR cases. In Santa Clara County, Fiscal Staff, SSI 
Advocacy and Supervisory staff will have access to this system.

State Oversight (Manager) User 

The “State Oversight (Manager) User” is for California DSS staff only, which has oversight over its 
County Agencies. The State Oversight user has access to the entire State IAR cases. Due to privacy 
or disclosure issues that may be problematic County Agencies will not be authorized this level of 
access.

13.12.3 Accessing eIAR

The eIAR Service is part of the Government to Government Services Online (GSO) services. Once 
registered, the authorized designated staff will receive a user account to access the eIAR service 
through GSO. Each user must have his/her own login information including a user ID and password. 
Login information cannot be shared.
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A Certification form “Supplemental Certificate of Authority-Interim Assistance Reimbursement (IAR)” 
must be completed for each designated staff member and sent to the Agency Director for a certifying 
Official's signature, then sent to Collections Unit who will mail it to:

Social Security Administration, Center for Programs-IAR 
PO BOX 4206 
Richmond, CA 94804

Once the form is received by Social Security Administration:

• Social Security Administration will e-mail each designated person a Government Service online 
(GSO) user ID, and

• Contact via telephone each designated person to issue a password.

Currently the eIAR web application is accessed by designated staff.

• GA Interim Assistance Reimbursement Unit, 
• GA and CAPI Program Coordinators, 
• SSI Advocacy Social Workers, 
• Social Services Agency VMC staff, 
• Decision Support & Research (DSR), and 
• Public Assistance Collections.

Note: 

The Main Contact person is the Manager in Public Assistance Collections.

13.12.4 Restricted Access

All designated users will have access to the following windows:

(1) “Acknowledge Social Security Administration Communications.”

(2) “Report IA Payment to Approved SSI Cases,” and

(3) “Query IA Cases links on the IAR Home Page.”

Exception:Exception:

Access to # 2 above “Report IA Payment to Approved SSI Cases” link is only available to 
designated staff in the Public Assistance Collections unit. This link provides access to the 
accounting function of eIAR. Anyone with access to the “Report IA Payment to Approved SSI 
Cases” link can delete, change and view accounting information that is currently completed on 
the SSA-L8125 IAR accounting form.  
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A request for restricted eIAR access is accomplished by completing the “Request for Restricted 
Access” form. When submitting a Certificate of Authority to add a user, if restricted access is 
required, “Restricted Access” must be annotated next to the user’s name.   

13.12.5 eIAR Availability

Hours of Operation

The eIAR normally operates during the following hours:

Day Time

Monday - Friday 5:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. Eastern Time

Saturday 5:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. Eastern Time

Sunday 5:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Eastern Time

Note:

When Social Security Administration is in the process of implementing changes to its system, 
eIAR will only be available for limited time periods. Whenever possible, advance notice of such 
occasions will be announced on the GSO website. Also, during website down times, informational 
messages are displayed when a user attempts to access the system.

13.12.6 Logging on to eIAR

1. Visit: http://www.socialsecurity.gov/gso/gsowelcome.htm or select the link.

2. Select the Login Button.

3. Enter your user name.

4. Enter the password given to you by phone. An Auto Complete message pops up asking “Do you 
want Windows to remember this password, so that you don’t have to type it again the next time 
you visit this page?” Select “yes.”

5. The Welcome to Government to Government Services online window appears stating:

• You have access to: 
Interim Assistance Reimbursement IAR (highlighted in blue)

• Click on this query.

6. The Interim Assistance Reimbursement (IAR) Home window appears stating:
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• The following IA functions are available to you:
• Acknowledge Social Security Administration Communications
• Query IA Cases
• Choose the function you need to query on.

[Refer to http://www.ssa.gov/gso/eiar/eIAR_InternetUserGuide.pdf for eIAR internet User’s Guide.]

13.13eIAR Communication Types

All of eIAR Communications are received and acknowledged by the Collections Unit. Below are the 
types of eIAR Communication that will be received from Social Security Administration:

• GR Code Posted to SSI Record
• SSI Claim Denied
• No Reimbursement Due
• Pending GR Code Deleted
• Pending GR Code Replaced
• Late GR Code Posted
• Appeals
• Presumptive Disability
• SSI Awarded Underpayment Review Pending
• IAR Accounting Period Expired
• Reimbursement Paid
• SSI Terminated
• Returned Payment
• SSI Case Awarded- Changed to Denial- No IAR due

13.14eIAR Communication Processes

DEBS staff will only be responsible for processing the following communications:

• GR Code Posted to SSI
• SSI Claim Denied
• Late GR Code Posted
• Appeals
• SSI Awarded Underpayment Review Pending
• Awarded L-8125 Needed, and 
• Claimant’s Name has changed on SSI record. 
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13.14.1 GR Code Posted to SSI 

This eIAR communication is received when SSA receives an electronic notification of receipt or a 
paper copy of an IA authorization (SSP 14). The communication indicates that Santa Clara County’s 
GR Code has been added to the related SSI claim record. The following must occur when this 
electronic communication is received: 

Who Action

(DTAC-CSS) 
Collections Unit  
Designated  
Person

• Creates a list of clients (including name and Social Security Number) on an   EXCEL spread-
sheet with the GR code posted to SSI.

• Forwards the EXCEL spreadsheet to DSR on a weekly bases to create a Report for the pur-
pose of cross checking with MEDs or MEDs alert to identify those cases that do not have 43 
IAR code.

DSR • Receives the EXCEL spreadsheet.

• Creates a Report. 

• Forwards to Collections-Liaison (GA EWS).

Collections 
Liaison (GA 
EWS)

• Receives the DSR Report indicating which cases do not contain Code 43. [Refer to Section 
33.6 “SSI Application Follow-up,” page 13-12 for the process on Missing IAR code 43 
from MEDs].

• Creates a TMT Request for EW action and forwards the DSR Report to the assigned EW’s 
Supervisor.

EW  
Supervisor

• Receives the DSR Report.

• Forwards the DSR Report to the assigned EW.
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Assigned EW • Receives the DSR Report.

• Reviews the Integrated Document System (IDM) to verify if there is an “Authorization for 
Reimbursement of Interim Assistance Initial Payment Or Initial Posteligibility Payment”  
(SSP 14) and “Referral to/From Social Security” (SCD 169) on file.

If the forms 
are...

Then the assigned EW...

Located in IDM, • Ensures the forms are current and the client has not 
been denied SSI within the last year. 
Note: 
If the client has been denied, refer to GA  
Handbook, Chapter 33, Section 33.8.1- “SSI Denial 
Levels,” page 13-15

• Prints copies of the form(s).

• Submits copies to his/her respective EW Supervisor.

NOT located in 
IDM,

• Completes the SCD 169.

• Contacts the client and makes arrangements for 
him/her to sign and return the SSP 14 (e.g., via U.S. 
mail, office appointment, etc.).

• Forwards to IDM for scanning, once the  
documents are received back from the client. 

• Submits the DSR Report to the Collections Liaison (GA EWS) and EW Supervisor along with 
the SCD 169 and the SSP 14. 

EW  
Supervisor

• Receives documentation.

• Submits documentation to the Collections Liaison (GA EWS).

Collections 
Liaison (GA 
EWS)

• Receives DSR’s Report.

• Coordinates with the internal Social Security Administration Liaison to have the GR Code 
posted to Social Security Record (SSR). [Refer to Section 33.6 “SSI Application 
Follow-up,” page 13-12].

• Monitors the DSR Report and the posting of GR Code in MEDS. 

Who Action
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13.14.2 SSI Claim Denied

This communication is received when Social Security Administration has determined the claimant is 
NOT eligible for SSI benefits. The hyper link on the communication description may be reviewed to 
display further reasons for the denial. The following must occur when this electronic communication 

Who Action

DTAC-CSS Collections Unit 
Designated Person

Forwards the Communication list to the Collections Liaison (GA EWS).

Collections Liaison (GA EWS) Forwards the Communication list to SSI Advocacy Clerical staff.

SSI Advocacy Clerical staff Performs an ID on these cases to determine if active in the SSI 
 Advocacy Tracking System and in CalWIN. 

If the case is... Then the Clerical...

Active in the SSI Advo-
cacy Tracking System 
and CalWIN,

Forwards to the SSI 
Advocacy SW of Record.

In one system and not 
the other,

Forwards to the Collections Liaison 
(GA EWS).

Not active in the SSI 
Advocacy Tracking Sys-
tem nor in  
CalWIN, 

Takes no further action.

Collections Liaison (GA EWS) Creates TMT Request for EW action and forwards the Communication List to the 
assigned EW’s Supervisor. 

EW Supervisor • Receives the Communication List.

• Forwards the Communication List to the assigned EW.
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is received:

13.14.3 Late GR Code Posted

This eIAR communication is received when the SSP 14 is not received within the 30 calendar-day 
time line. Because our Agency missed the deadline, we are not eligible to receive the Interim 
Assistance reimbursement, which will prove to be very costly to our County. The following must 
occur when this communication is received:

Assigned EW • Receives Communication list.

• Follows Process 7.3 SSI Denials of the GA Business Process. 

• Reviews IDM to ensure the “General Assistance Program - Request for Medical 
Information” (SCD 1400) has not expired.

If SCD 1400 is... Then the EW...

Current, Makes an online referral to the SSI 
Advocacy Unit.

Expired or NOT found, Refers to GA Handbook Chapter 
32, Section 32.5 “EW and EC 
Assess Unemployables,” 
page 32-11.

• Forwards the Communication List with feedback to the Collections Liaison (GA 
EWS) and EW Supervisor.

SSI Advocacy Follows existing process for cases referred to SSI Advocacy unit. 

[Refer to GA Handbook Chapter 29, Section 29.9 “SSI Application and 
Appeal Process,” page 29-6 and Process 7.3 SSI Denials of the GA Busi-
ness Process.] 

Who Action

DTAC-CSS Collections 
Unit Designated Person

Forwards the Communication list to the Collections Liaison (GA EWS).

Collections Liaison (GA 
EWS)

• Receives the Communication List.

• Makes TMT request for EW action and forwards the Communication list to assigned 
EW’s Supervisor for action to be taken by assigned EW.

EW Supervisor • Receives the Communication list.

• Forwards the Communication list to the assigned EW.

Who Action
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13.14.4 Appeals

This communication is received when Social Security Administration determines that the claimant 
was not eligible for SSI benefits and the claimant has appealed Social Security Administration's 
denial determination. The following must occur when this communication is received:

Assigned EW • Receives Communication list.

• Reviews IDM or CalWIN to determine why the Agency missed the  
deadline.

• Forwards Communication List with feedback to Collections Liaison (GA EWS) and EW 
Supervisor.

EW Supervisor • Meets with the EWs in the unit and develops a plan of action to ensure this same 
problem does not reoccur in future cases.

• Reports information to the SSPM.

SSPM Meets with the EW Supervisor to review reason and plan.

Who Action

Collections Liaison (GA 
EWS)

Forwards the Communication list to the Collections Liaison (GA EWS).

Collections Liaison (GA 
EWS)

Receives Communication List and forwards to SSI Advocacy Clerical staff.

Who Action
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13.14.5 Awarded L-8125 Needed

This communication is received when Social Security Administration determines the person is 
eligible for SSI. The following process must occur when this communication is received:

The same process is to be follow as in Section 33.9.3 “GA Repayment Process for Interim 
Assistance Reimbursement,” page 13-18.

SSI Advocacy Clerical staff • Performs an ID on these cases if active in the SSI Advocacy  
Tracking System and in CalWIN. 

• Documents who case was referred to on the list.

If case is... Then the Clerical...

Active in the SSI Advo-
cacy  
Tracking System and Cal-
WIN,

Forwards to the SSI  
Advocacy SW of Record, SSI 
Supervisor and Collections Liaison 
(GA EWS).

Active in the SSI Tracking 
System but not CalWIN,

Forwards to the SSI 
Advocacy SW of Record, SSI 
Supervisor and Collections Liaison 
(GA EWS).

Not active in the SSI 
Tracking  
System and is active in 
CalWIN,

Forwards to the assigned EW, EW 
Supervisor, and Collections Liaison 
(GA EWS).

Not active in the SSI 
Advocacy Tracking Sys-
tem nor in CalWIN, 

Takes no further action.

SSI Advocacy Follows the process in the GA Handbook Chapter 29, Section 29.9 “SSI Applica-
tion and Appeal Process,” page 29-6 and Process 7.3 SSI Denials of the GA 
Business Process.

Assigned GA EW Follows instructions in Section 33.8.1 “SSI Denial Levels,” page 13-15.

Collections Liaison (GA 
EWS), 
SSI Supervisor and 
EW Supervisor

Monitor the case activity, as appropriate.

Who Action
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13.14.6 Claimant’s Name Has Changed on SSI Record

SSA changed the person’s name on the person’s SSI claim. Either an error was recorded in the 
name or the person legally changed his/her name. 

Who Action

Public Assistance 
Collections 
Designated  
Person

• Creates a list of clients (including name and Social Security Number) on an   EXCEL 
spreadsheet with the GR code posted to SSR.

• Forwards the EXCEL spreadsheet to Collections Liaison (GA EWS) and to DSR on a 
weekly bases.

Collections Liaison 
(GA EWS)

• Receives the EXCEL spreadsheet.

• Forwards to designated clerical staff to complete a MEDS comparison.

GA Clerical • Receives the EXCEL spreadsheet. 

• Reviews QX screen in MEDS to determine if the name is the same or has changed.

• Performs an ID on these cases.

• Forwards Excel Spreadsheet to Collections Liaison (GA EWS). 

• Documents on Excel Spreadsheet, Name changed and attaches MEDS screen. 

When case is not assigned forwards Excel Spreadsheet to Collections Liaison (GA 
EWS) to get case assigned. 

Collections Liaison 
(GA EWS)

• Receives the EXCEL spreadsheet indicating which cases contain a name change.

• Creates a TMT Request for EW action and forwards the EXCEL  
spreadsheet to assigned EW’s Supervisor.

Note:
When the case is not assigned follow the office procedures in assigning the case 
and forwards the EXCEL spreadsheet to the appropriate supervisor(s).

EW Supervisor • Receives the EXCEL spreadsheet.

• Forwards the EXCEL spreadsheet to the assigned EW.
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Assigned EW • Receives the EXCEL spreadsheet.

• Reviews the Integrated Document System (IDM) to verify the Name on legal docu-
ments (i.e., SCD 355(s) and SSP 14).   

• Contacts the client to provide verification for the name change or correction on name 
and schedules the client to come.

• Has client take the “Social Security Administration Referral Notice “ 
(MC 194) to verify the name change by putting a check mark on section  
C - “Info on SSA’s Numident File Needs to be verified.”   

• “Referral to/From Social Security” (SCD 169) is given also to verify the status of the 
SSI/SSP application for GA.

• Gives the client a return appointment. 

Client • Client takes the forms to the Social Security Administration to be  
completed.

• Client returns on scheduled appointment with forms. 

Assigned EW • Reviews forms MC 194 and SCD 169 to ensure they are completed  
correctly.

• Obtains a signature from the client for the following forms: 

(1) “Agreement to Reimburse” (SCD 355) or “Agreement to Reimburse- Sponsor” 
(SCD 355 S/A) for the following reasons to:  
 
 - Record the new name on the form. 
 - Complete the Alias section of the form with the old name. 
 - Send the form to the County Recorder’s office.  
[Refer to Handbook Chapter 6, Section 6.11 “Sponsors Reimbursement 
Agreement (R/A) (SCD 355 S/A),” page 6-18 for the process.]

(2) “Authorization for Reimbursement of Interim Assistance Initial Payment or 
Initial Posteligibility Payment” (SSP 14) the client MUST sign with new name. 
[Refer to ““Authorization for Reimbursement of Interim Assistance 
Initial Payment or Initial Posteligibility Payment” (SSP 14),” page 
6-23]

Who Action
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• The following process must be completed in CalWIN for Name change:

Step Action

1 • Click on Intake & Case Maintenance.
• Click Data Collection from the “Action” box.
• Select Display individual Demographics Summary 

window, and 
• Enter the case number, and click Open.
• The Display Individual Demographics Summary 

window appears with all individuals included in the 
case.

2 • Double click on the individual whose name has 
changed.

• The Collect Individual Demographics Detail window 
appears. 

3 • Enter the Effective Begin Date.
• Change the client's name in the Name field.
• Click Save. 
• The Collect Reporting Information for Data Changes 

window appears, acknowledge and Save.
• The CalWIN Message Code 236 appears with the 

following message: “Clearance related information has 
changed. Click on the Index Clearance button in order 
to update this Record.” 

• Click OK.

4 • Click [Index Clearance] button.
• The Collect Reporting Information for Data Changes 

reappears acknowledge and Save.
• The Clear Individual through CalWIN window 

appears.

5 • Click [Select].
• The CalWIN Message code 90 appears with a 

message/ asking: Individual Data (Last Name) is 
different from Existing CalWIN Data. Do you want to 
override CalWIN?

• Click “Yes” - to “override” and get the same CIN and 
CWIN Number.

• Click Save. 

6 • Return to Collect Individual Demographics Detail 
window, and 

• Select [Individual Aliases] button. 
• Complete with the old name as an alias.
• Click Save. 

• MEDS should be check after 3 days to ensure Name is correct.

Who Action
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13.14.7 Claimant’s SSN Has Changed on SSI Record.

SSA changed the person’s Social Security Number (SSN) on the person’s SSI claim. Either an error 
was recorded in the SSN or, for an acceptable reason, SSA agreed to change the person’s SSN.

Who Action

Public 
Assistance 
Collections  
Designated 
Person

• Creates a list of clients (including name and Social Security Number) on an   EXCEL 
spreadsheet with the GR code posted to SSR.

• Forwards the EXCEL spreadsheet to Collections Liaison (GA EWS) and to DSR on a 
weekly bases.

Collections 
Liaison (GA 
EWS)

• Receives the EXCEL spreadsheet.

• Forwards to designated clerical staff to complete a MEDS comparison.

GA Clerical • Receives the EXCEL spreadsheet. 

• Reviews QX screen in MEDS to determine if the SSN is the same or has changed.

• Performs an ID on these cases.

• Forwards Excel Spreadsheet to Collections Liaison (GA EWS). 

• Documents on Excel Spreadsheet, SSN changed and attaches MEDS screen. 

Note:
When the case is not assigned forwards the Excel Spreadsheet to Collections 
Liaison (GA EWS) to have the case assigned. 

Collections  
Liaison (GA 
EWS)

• Receives the EXCEL spreadsheet indicating which cases contain a SSN change.

• Creates a TMT Request for EW action and forwards the EXCEL spreadsheet to the 
assigned EW’s Supervisor.

Note:
When the case is not assigned follow the office procedures in assigning the case 
and forwards the EXCEL spreadsheet to the appropriate supervisor(s).

EW Supervisor • Receives the EXCEL spreadsheet.

• Forwards the EXCEL spreadsheet to the assigned EW.

Assigned EW • Receives the EXCEL spreadsheet.
• Reviews the Integrated Document System (IDM) to verify SSN on legal  

documents (i.e, SCD 355(s) and SSP 14).   
• Contacts the client to provide verification for the SSN change or correction and schedules 

the client to come. [Refer to User’s Guide to State systems Chapter 3, Section 3.3 
“MEDS-ID/SSN Changes,” page 3-4.]

• Requests the client take the “Social Security Administration Referral Notice“ 
(MC 194) to verify the SSN change by putting a check mark on  
section C - “Duplicate SSN Card.”   

• “Referral to/From Social Security” (SCD 169) is given also to verify the status of the 
SSI/SSP application for GA.

• Gives the client a return appointment. 
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Client • Client takes the forms to the Social Security Administration to be completed.

• Client returns on scheduled appointment with forms. 

Assigned EW • Reviews forms MC 194 and SCD 169 to ensure they are completed correctly.

• Obtains a signature from the client for the following two forms: 

• “Agreement to Reimburse” (SCD 355) or “Agreement to Reimburse-Sponsor” (SCD 355 
S/A) for the following reasons to:  
 - Record the new SSN on the form. 
 - Send the form to the County Recorder’s office. [ReDouble click on the individual whose 
SSN has changed.

(1) The Collect Individual Demographics Detail window appears. [Refer to 
“Sponsors Reimbursement Agreement (R/A) (SCD 355 S/A),” page 
6-18 for the process.]

(2) “Authorization for Reimbursement of Interim Assistance Initial Payment or Initial 
Posteligibility Payment” (SSP 14) to have the new SSN entered on the 
form.[Refer to ““Authorization for Reimbursement of Interim 
Assistance Initial Payment or Initial Posteligibility Payment” (SSP 
14),” page 6-23]

• The following process must be completed in CalWIN for a SSN change:

Step Action

1 • Click on Intake & Case Maintenance.
• Click Data Collection from the “Action” box.
• Select Display individual Demographics Summary 

window. 
• Enter the case number, and 
• Click Open.
• The Display Individual Demographics Summary 

window appears with all individuals included in the case.

Who Action
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2. • Double click on the individual whose SSN has changed.
• The Collect Individual Demographics Detail window 

appears

3 • Enter the Effective Begin Date.
• Change the client's SSN in the SSN field and completed 

all required fields.
• Click Save. 
• The Collect Reporting Information for Data Changes 

window appears, acknowledge and Save.
• The CalWIN Message Code 236 appears with the 

following message: “Clearance related information has 
changed. Click on the Index Clearance button in order to 
update this Record.”

• Click OK.

4 • Click [Index Clearance] button.
• The Collect Reporting Information for Data Changes 

reappears acknowledge and Save.
• The Clear Individual through CalWIN window appears.

5 • Click [Select].
• The CalWIN Message code 90 appears with a message/ 

asking: Individual Data (SSN) is different from Existing 
CalWIN Data. Do you want to override CalWIN?

• Click “Yes” - to “override” and get the same CIN and CWIN 
Number.

• Click Save. 

• MEDS should be check after 3 days to ensure that SSN is correct.

 [Refer to User’s Guide to State systems Chapter 3, Section 3.3 
“MEDS-ID/SSN Changes,” page 3-4].

Who Action
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13.15Summary of eIAR Responsibilities

Below is a summary of repositories for processing eIAR communications:

Communication Title
Unit Responsible for eIAR 
Acknowledgment

Units Responsible for 
Required Actions

GR Code Posted to SSI Record Collections • Collections (to create a 
Communication Excel 
Spreadsheet)

• Decision Support and 
Research (DSR)

SSI claim Denied A/R (acknowledges and for-
wards) 

• Accounts Receivable

• GA Bureau [Refer to 
“SSI Claim Denied,” 
page 13-37].]

No Reimbursement Due Collections N/A

Pending GR Code Deleted Collections Collections

Pending GR Code Replaced Collections Collections

Late GR Code Posted Collections (acknowledges 
and forwards) 

GA Bureau [Refer to 
“Late GR Code 
Posted,” page 13-38].]

Appeals Collections (acknowledges 
and forwards) 

GA Bureau [Refer to 
“Appeals,” page 13-39].]

Presumptive Disability Collections No action required

SSI Awarded Underpayment (Retro) Review 
Pending

Collections No action required

IAR Accounting Period expired (Code likely to be 
removed 11/20/10)

Collections N/A

Reimbursement Paid Collections Collections

SSI Record Terminated Collections No action required

SSI Determination Pending Collections No action required

SSI IAR Determination not Pending for case Collections No action required
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Awarded L8125 needed

This communication is not yet on the 
Communication list.   

Collections (acknowledges 
and forwards) 

• Collections 
• Accounts Receivable
• VMC (SSA)
• GA Bureau [Refer to 

“Awarded L-8125 
Needed,” page 
13-40].]

Returned Payment Accounts Receivable Accounts Receivable

Claimant’s name has Changed on SSI Record Collections (acknowledges 
and forwards) 

GA Bureau [Refer to 
“Claimant’s Name Has 
Changed on SSI 
Record,” page 13-41].]

Claimant’s SSN has changed on SSI Record Collections (acknowledges 
and forwards) 

GA Bureau [Refer to 
“Claimant’s SSN Has 
Changed on SSI 
Record.,” page 13-44].]

Communication Title
Unit Responsible for eIAR 
Acknowledgment

Units Responsible for 
Required Actions
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